10 Top Marketing Trends:
Are You ready for 2017?

As an eventful 2016 draws to a close Creation Media have put together our top tips for
the macro trends we’re likely to see in 2017. We’ve spoken to experts in various fields,
read innumerable blogs and generally made up our own minds from what we’ve seen.

HERE ARE OUR TOP 10 MARKETING TIPS FOR 2016.

1. LIVE VIDEO
Creation Media have been banging the live video drum for quite
some time now (see our Using Video to Build Brand series
https://creationmedia.ie/using-video-build-brand/) and 2017 will
see a definite acceleration in the use of live video broadcasting.
Pioneering apps like Meerkat and Periscope have been joined by
innumerable others including offerings from the big guns, Google
and Facebook.
This trend will continue apace in 2017 across sectors and for
multiple purposes such as launches, announcements and product
demonstrations. Combined with social networking and location
based marketing the potential for delivering quality content to
specific customer segments is obvious.

2. CONTENT IS STILL KING!
As predicted by Creation Media in 2015 the usage of content
marketing has increased and become central to most
companies marketing strategies during 2016. However most
companies still focus on generating marketing content
designed to highlight advantages, sell and move units.
Given the scarceness of resources in most companies this is
understandable. Who spends time on content creation where the
aim is to educate? It is true that more companies are delivering
content which educates and builds communities, however the
overwhelming majority still focus on sales.
Content marketing can attract and retain customers by providing relevant
information. This drives ongoing sales and brand recognition and loyalty.
As Michelle Linn of the Content Marketing Institute says;
“If you only focus on pitching your product, you won’t be able to connect with people who are looking to
solve challenges. By the time they know they need a solution, chances are they may have found an
affinity for another brand which has answered their questions along the way”.
Imagine you are a provider of Laptops. Delivering content which is sales-centric and only focused on the
sales may succeed however the customer may not return to your site again. By delivering content which
educates your community on features, security tips and accessories you can drive future sales by
building engagement and return visits.
The investment in educational content delivers solid measurable benefits as communities return time
after time reading subsequent posts. By fostering communities through the provision of educational
content companies also gain valuable insights through forums, blogs, reviews and social media.
While the type of content changes, delivering engaging immersive content which solves customer
problems is still the goal. Content for contents sake is pointless but creating content which allows your
customer to move from one stage to the next on their journey is always worthwhile. If they’re using the
content to make a decision, then ensure the content you provide is guiding that decision.

3. HEADLINE
MARKETING

HEADLINE

OK so I invented this
term. But with increased
streams of marketing
vying for the attention of
an increasingly savvy
audience every word, every syllable will count in
gaining notice. Headlines will be critical in
attracting readers as judgements on the
relevancy and quality of the content as formed in
split second scans.
We already know that using the word video in an
email content line increases the open rate.
Research from Experian found that open rates
increased from 7% to 13% when the word “video”
was used in the email’s subject line.
NY Times bestselling author and top online
influencer Neil Patel suggests that up to 50% of a
blogs effectiveness is determined by its headline.
According to Copyblogger, 80% of your visitors
will read your headline – but only 20% will go on
to finish the article.
I know I spend a considerable amount of time
writing content, both for Creation Media and our
partners.
Making sure its read should be a top priority and
Creation Media predict there will be more
attention focussed here in 2017.

5. NATIVE ADVERTISING
Content Marketing Expert Joe Pulizzi,
(@joepulizzi), has consistently highlighted the
growth and evolution of Native Advertising.
Native advertising is a form of marketing where
brands pay to place specific information based
content outside media platforms which they
control. The content is seamlessly integrated into
the content of the paid platform.
Creation Media predict that all online content will
become native. Already native adverts are
replacing more established but less effective
formats like banner advertising.
Sharethrough recently reported that consumers
viewed native ads 53% more frequently than
display banner ads. They also generated 18%
higher purchase intent than banner ads.
And the continued rise of mobile platforms ensures
that native advertising will only increase in
relevance.
Business Insider (April 11th 2016) predict that by
2020 native advertising will account for 63% of
global mobile advertising revenue. (14% in 2012
and 53% currently).
Customers want unobtrusive content delivered in
stream on convenient platforms. If you want to
reach your audience go native!

4. PAID SOCIAL MEDIA
Over the last number of years Facebook have
been restricting the reach of organic posts
meaning paid campaigns are really the only
game in town.
Great content on sites with a large following will
still gain traction, particularly if it is in video
format. However it is increasingly becoming pay
to play particularly for newer businesses without
that critical mass following.
There is also a question about whether
Facebook will seek to monetise pages belonging
to smaller businesses using personal pages,
(which is against Facebooks T&C’s)
It’s possible that 2017 will see Facebook forcing
businesses using private pages onto business
pages where reach must be paid for. Watch that
space or face?

6. MOBILE
MARKETING

Well documented already but a
must mention none the same.
2017 will see mobile gain
further ground as the Go To
marketing platform. Certain
mobile only apps such as
Periscope, Instagram and
Snapchat will gain further
ground and marketing
content will be formatted as
we saw with mobile
marketing to optimise engagement levels.
The continued rise of mobile platforms will also
see the continued rise in mobile apps with
Nielsen reporting 89% of media time in mobile is
through mobile apps as opposed to mobile
websites
Streamlined browsing, customisation and
purchasing systems including secure payment
are vital to the customer in app experience.

8. AUTOMATION

7. INCREASED LEVELS OF
PERSONALISATION
Big Data will combine with automation and facial
recognition
software
to
deliver
targeted
personalised messages. Design therefore will
become the new frontline battleground as eye
tracking and other analytical software’s provide in
depth feedback and opportunities to target and
connect effectively.
Cutting edge research companies like Brainjuicer
are already using facial recognition software to test
not only the emotions evoked by a product,
situation or piece of creative but the nuances of
these emotional states.
This allows communications to become more and
more streamlined and relevant.
For smaller businesses this will take time to filter
down
to
an
accessible
level
however
personalisation via retargeting companies is here
and set to grow massively through 2017.

9. INFLUENCER
MARKETING PROGRAMS
Many Businesses have engaged influencers,
people who are followed and respected in a specific
area to focus attention on their businesses.
This can take a number of forms such as reposting
your social media activity, guest blogging or
curation of content.
Influencers are prominent in nearly every sector
and particularly so in health, beauty, gastronomy,
fashion, and other lifestyle sectors.
Influencers bestow credibility on a product service
or brand and can magnify awareness through their
networks
This means they are well positioned to amplify
reach and awareness, which, in turn, helps your
content get found and consumed by the right
audience.

Several of the trends we’ve examined are linked
to, and dependent on, automation. Use of
marketing automation platforms such as
Marketo and Hubspot is increasing rapidly.
The integration of automation with systems such
as content marketing, personalisation and native
advertising will continue to gather pace as
companies become better at placing relevant
content with the relevant market segments.
Marketing automation will be used to deliver
better ROI on email marketing campaigns,
targeting social media, analytics led marketing
and will be used to obtain and retain customers.
Costs from providers will be driven down as
more and more new entrants join the market and
greater specialisation will provide choice for
companies.
Marketing Automation will be a “must have”
rather than a “nice to have”. The timescale to
your businesses adoption of the technology will
depend on the levels of digital engagement and
business size among other factors.

10. AUGMENTED AND
VIRTUAL REALITY.
Again as predicted this has increased in
acceptance if not wide spread usage (yet) 2017
will see a big surge in augmented and virtual
usage even if its tentative and experimental in
nature.
The short-lived Pokémon Go phenomenon
demonstrated the public are receptive to
augmented reality platforms and the AR & VR
markets are predicted to rise in value from $10
billion annually to in excess of $150 billion over
the next 5 years.
Indeed during a recent casual meeting with an
architect he demonstrated his adoption of
immersive VR technology to add real value to
clients and streamline the construction process.
Clients could actually experience the home or
building before physical construction and project
managers could check the most minute detail.
Exciting times are ahead.
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